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When traditional writing system is broken, the novel compose presents new 
situation. Critics come to agreement that the writing current can’t be summed up by 
the uniform concept in this polyphonic times. How can the research of the literary 
though trend go on? If we change ways, analyze the text base on the carefully 
reading ,and then educe the connection between literature and age, we can still find  
out the main threads of the age among these confounded literature phenomenon. The  
“differance”of realism become the maneuver that writers conversation with history , 
it also brings new aesthetic style. Behind it is the narrate gap between prophase 
modernity and anaphase modernity. The thesis choose three groups of representative 
writers in current literary world, analyze their writing ways, educe the relation 
between their difference text and this age . 
Chapter one: The thesis discourse confused phenomenon in current novel 
writing, “modernity” and the “realism” affiliated to it become the key to solve the 
problem. It is the “differance ”of modernity in China that break the realism writing 
system. Chapter two: The writer Wang Anyi has two writing topics——the memory of 
sciential youth and the love knot of modern city; another writer Han Shaogong’s 
writing way is from the history of ghost’s regress to the writing about words. Chapter  
two analyze these and educe that their writing ways are changed by the disenchant  
of realism. Chapter three: When facing the puzzledom that the realism can’t be  
transcended, the neonatal writers Bi Feiyu and Guzi create the new novel style ,which  
is characteristic of fractured age. Chapter four: The pioneer novelists Moyan and Yan 
Lianke pay attention to Chinese fate by transform the realism. Tag: The three groups  
of Chinese writers have different writing styles, but they all pay attention to the 
realism, narrate the story about the“differance ”of Chinese modernity , their works  
present the modernity of  Chinese current literature .  
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族化”的外衣，其内核中“现代”权力话语的运行机制还是清晰可见。 
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